The VFusion system is convenient and easy-to-use:

+ Powers each hearing aid battery for up to **18 hours a day**
+ Provides up to **six-months usage** from each battery
+ Works with **non-wireless hearing aids** using size 13 or size 312 batteries

VFusion™ rechargeable hearing aid batteries are here.
Introducing a new, more convenient way to power your hearing aids!

The new VFusion Rechargeable Battery System puts an end to single-use hearing aid batteries — and reduces the need to stock up on and shop for hearing aid batteries.

Available exclusively for Starkey non-wireless hearing aids* using size 13 and size 312 batteries.

VFusion delivers:

MORE CONVENIENCE

+ Reduce unscheduled trips to the store to buy batteries
+ Count on hearing aid power when you need it most
+ No need to carry spare batteries

BETTER PERFORMANCE

+ Resistant to humidity or pollutants
+ Deliver up to 2-3 times more energy than other rechargeable systems
+ All-day power source for Starkey non-wireless hearing aids

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGES

+ Fewer batteries purchased means fewer batteries thrown away
+ VFusion batteries are recyclable
+ VFusion batteries feature a safe, mercury-free and water-based chemistry

If you wear hearing aids, you know how important batteries are to their performance. You also know how inconvenient it can be to buy them, carry spares with you, or change them in the middle of an event, TV show or conversation.

The VFusion system eliminates the inconvenience, and helps ensure your hearing aids perform at their peak all-day long.

Ask your HEARING CARE PROFESSIONAL about VFUSION RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES today!

*NOTE: Use of VFusion rechargeable batteries with other brand hearing aids may cause damage.